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Introduction 

Marking and feedback at Ermine Street Church Academy are both diagnostic and developmental. 

Teachers use the process of checking and marking children’s learning to inform their teaching and to give 

children feedback which enables them to celebrate their strengths and understand and respond to the next 

steps in their learning.  

 

Principles of effective marking and feedback 

Marking and feedback must: 

• Raise attainment by supporting children to make progress; 

• Engage children in a dialogue about their learning; 

• Be based on the Learning Intention, Success Criteria and the children’s targets; 

• praise children for their successes and prompt them to respond to a consolidation or extension 

next step; otherwise doesn’t make sense 

• Be manageable for teachers; 

• Be followed by specific time for pupils to read, reflect and respond to feedback; 

• Inform future planning and teaching; 

• Be given before the next time the same subject is taught;  

• Be led by Teachers but given by Teaching Assistants too; 

• Pitched to match the age and ability of each child; 

• Take place during the lesson, not just after it so that children can respond to the adult’s 

intervention immediately and so achieve more within a lesson; see point above  

• Follow the school’s Marking and Feedback Policy.   

 

The date and Learning Intention are required at the top of a piece of learning. They will be recorded 

on a sticker in all subjects. It will also state the success criteria (which may be expressed in the form of a 

model of what success looks like), indicate the level of differentiation and act as a record of whether a piece 

of learning was completed independently, with support or as part of a guided group. For example: 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Strategy 

Feedback can be verbal or written. 

All written feedback is given using the following system: 

Praise in PINK 

Grow with GREEN 

Respond in BLUE 

When written, marking will take one of two main forms: 

1. Efficient marking: 

Teachers (and Teaching Assistants) will circle the Learning Intention in pink and/or green to indicate 

the extent to which the child has achieved the Learning Intention. For example, a circle which is ¾ pink 

and ¼ green indicates to the child that their understanding of the particular LI is strong but not 

complete. This may be accompanied by a single word to show the reason for the pink or green. From 

just this circle a child will be able to see the extent to which they have been successful in using a range 

of connectives for example. 

 

2. Full formative feedback: 

Full, written feedback should be given to every child in every subject. At least one piece in every 3 

should be marked in this way. 

It must relate to the one or more of the following: Learning Intention, success criteria, spelling, 

handwriting, the child’s targets and previous marking. 

Marking will be written in pink and green.  

Next step ‘green’ comments: 

- Should require a child to respond; 

- Could include a model and a subsequent example to be completed; 

- Could include a challenge question; 

- Could require a child to make an improvement, e.g. select a different adjective that will provide 

more detail to the description; 

- Could be an open question to prompt thought. 

 

LI: To be able to write 2A sentences to describe a setting. 

 

It was an overgrown, messy garden with a           

lifeless, leafless tree. 
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Marking will be included within the piece of work itself, not just at the end of it. 

When verbal feedback is given to a child whilst they are completing a piece of learning the teacher 

will draw a green arrow in the margin at the point that the child has reached or next to the section they 

have discussed. It should then be possible to see the impact of the verbal feedback on the subsequent 

writing, calculations etc. 

Children Responding to Marking and Feedback 

 As stated above, all green, next steps marking should require the child to respond. Children will 

respond in blue so that the improvement to the piece of learning, additional calculation etc is immediately 

apparent. This will take place before the next lesson of the subject. The Early Learning session at the 

beginning of the school day will frequently be used for this purpose.  

Younger children will require additional support to respond to marking. This support will come from 

an adult and will usually take place in a group situation, often at the end or beginning of a guided learning 

activity. 

Other Forms of Assessment 

Self-assessment against the Learning Intention/Success Criteria. This involves a child reflecting on 

their own learning and identifying their successes and next steps. It could be recorded in the form of any of 

the formative strategies outlined above. 

Peer assessment against the Learning Intention/Success Criteria. This involves a child reflecting on 

the learning completed by their partner and identifying their successes and next steps. It could be recorded 

in the form of any of the formative strategies outlined above. 

 

Spelling and Handwriting 

 Spelling and handwriting will also be considered when marking a piece of learning. Depending on 

the age and ability of the child or the spelling/handwriting in question, the word might be underlined in 

green for the child to correct or it might be written correctly below the piece of learning for the child to 

practise and consolidate. 

 


